ABSTRACT This paper focuses on the detection of non-recurrent traffic anomaly caused by unexpected or transient incidents, such as traffic accidents, celebrations, and disasters. Comparing to existing approaches, it considers the spatial and temporal propagation of traffic anomalies from one road to other neighbor roads by proposing an STLP-OD framework. The experimental results on a real data set show that the proposed approach can improve the accuracy of traffic outlier detection baselines significantly.
I. INTRODUCTION
Traffic outlier detection is a practical and important problem in vehicle traffic analysis considering the drastic influence of anomalies on public transportation and government regulation. With an increasing popularity of Global Positioning System (GPS) and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) devices, the tracking of monitor vehicles and moving objects in general has become a reality in many cities [1] . The abundant vehicle trajectories data turn out to be reliable for traffic outlier detection. This paper focuses on the detection of non-recurrent traffic anomaly, which is defined as unexpected or transient incidents, such as traffic accidents, anomalies caused by control pretests, celebrations, disasters, and emergent road maintenance [2] . Different from the daily traffic jams, the impact of such anomalies on traffic congestion not only critically undermines mobility but also can be a major cause of bottlenecks or even secondary accidents [3] .
Due to its importance, the detection of such unexpected events and irregular incidents has been attracting increasing attention. The existing study can be generally divided into two categories, distance-based and density-based approaches. Distance-based approaches report outliers by measuring the derivation of current traffic status from the historical records
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in various distance metrics. Li et al. [4] proposed Temporal Outlier Discovery (TOD) algorithm for detecting temporal outliers by calculating historical similarities trends between data points. Outliers are detected from drastic changes in the trends. Chawla et al. [5] determines a candidate anomaly if the norm of this point is concentrated in the subspace spanned by the lower principal components. Density-based methods employ density estimation algorithms (e.g., Kernel Density Estimation (KDE)) to find the rare appearance of the traffic pattern. Kuang et al. [6] applied KDE to estimate a random variable's probability density function. A threshold can then be employed to report outliers. We are motivated to study the propagation of outlier traffic status by observations from a real traffic data set collected in urban area of Beijing. Fig. 1 shows the traffic flow variation of roads around Beijing Workers' Stadium from Nov. 25 to 28 in 2011. Road_1, Road_2, Road_3 are three neighbor roads of Gongti South Road. On Nov. 26 around 10pm (marked with red dotted lines), there was an observed anomaly (scope marked with red dotted lines) in traffic on Gongti South Road (due to a large number of people flocked out of the Gongti Stadium after a concert). We can observe that the traffic flow of neighbor roads also have irregular variations similar to that of Gongti South Road. The drastic fluctuation of one road dominates the variation flow of its neighbor roads and the number of affected neighbor roads reflects the possibilities of being an outlier. Compared to the distance-based and density-based method, this paper attempts to measure the variation of neighbors of each road to detect the outliers rather than simply focusing on the road itself. Label Propagation [7] , [8] is proposed in the context of semi-supervised learning, which aims to propagate labels through the dataset along high density areas defined by unlabeled data. In this paper, we propose STLP-OD (spatial and temporal label propagation outlier detection) to detect outliers by measuring the impact of candidates with label propagations in both spatial and temporal dimensions. In STLP-OD, we divide outlier candidates into several clusters, and in each cluster we apply STLP (Spatial and Temporal Label Propagation) to measure the impact of candidates to determine the most convincing outliers.
Overall, the main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We define STLP algorithm which extends the standard label propagation algorithm to incorporate both the spatial and temporal transition in label propagation;
• We formulate the CHMM (Coupled Hidden Markov Model) at length to depict the traffic status transmission and construct the temporal propagation matrix for STLP. The CHMM could also be applied to analysis on the traffic state in related study.
• We design the STLP-OD framework to measure the influence of candidates and manage to enhance the performance of the current detection models. We evaluated the proposed STLP-OD framework on the trajectories data of 12,286 taxis within 3rd Ring Road in Beijing, and compare its performance with TOD [4] , PCA [5] , KDE [9] and ODRS [2] detection methods. The experimental results show that STLP-OD improves approximately 10% in precision, recall and F1-score.
II. RELATED WORK
Methods of outlier detection in vehicle traffic data generally report two types of anomalies, region anomaly and road anomaly. We discuss all the related approaches, though our work targets on reporting road anomaly. Related work on road anomaly detection targets the road to detect anomalies.
Huang and Wu [10] firstly proposed the anomaly detection on roads. It calculates the mean and variance of attributes of roads. When the difference is three times larger than the variance, it indicates the candidate outlier. Compared with STLP-OD, the method is too simple to be extensible and the precision and recall is not satisfactory enough. Mao et al. [11] proposed in the idea of grouping features, dividing all features into two groups, one for finding neighboring roads, called similar features, and the other for mining outliers of neighboring roads, called differential features. At the same time, two definitions of anomalies are given, which are the abnormal segments of the current road segment and the anomalies of the dynamic object. In order to identify anomalous trajectories in each time interval, the neighbors of each trajectory are searched based on similar features, and then the degree of anomaly of each trajectory fragment within its similar neighborhood is estimated based on the different characteristics. Finally, the optimized TOD algorithm is utilized to detect these two outliers. Ngan et al. [9] calculated a traffic matrix of each day and applied PCA to reduce dimensions for further analysis. KDE is then adopted to measure the possibilities of being outliers. KDE could find the rare value by estimating density function, while it depends on the dataset and sometimes detects many nodes are false positive. STLP-OD could reduce the false positive ones by considering the impact on neighbor. Kuang et al. [6] also target roads as detection objects. The PCA and WT (wavelet transform) are employed for detecting traffic anomalies. Barria and Thajchayapong [12] proposed a novel anomaly detection and classification algorithm that combines the spatiotemporal changes in the variability of microscopic traffic variables, namely, relative speed, inter-vehicle time gap, and lane changing. When applied to real-world scenarios, the proposed algorithm can use the variances statistics of microscopic traffic variables to detect and classify traffic anomalies. The method also considers both spatial and temporal changes in traffic, while the variables are hard to obtain. Chen et al. [13] focused on the problem of detecting anomalous routes by comparing the latter against time-dependent historically ''normal'' routes and identifies which parts of the trajectory are responsible for its anomalousness. The calculation of ''normal'' routes are not stable, while STLP-OD treats the roads as normal by analyzing its impact on its neighbor.
Related work on region anomaly detection mainly model region network as a directed graph and find the abnormal region. Chawla et al. [5] model a road network as a directed graph. Within the graph, the nodes are the regions bounded by major roads and the edges are the set of directed links that connect two regions. The links are built according to the taxi trajectory, which represents the flow of vehicles between regions. After building the network, PCA is applied for anomaly detection. Through projecting data points onto the subspace spanned by the last several eigenvectors, the distance between the projected points and the original points suggests the possibilities of being anomaly candidates. VOLUME 7, 2019 Compared to STLP-OD, the application of PCA to outlier detection to different road network may not be efficient. Zhang et al. [14] propose two steps to mine regional traffic anomalies. The first step is to combine the taxi trajectory and the bicycle trajectory to make the first anomaly detection and obtain the candidate anomaly area. The second step uses the OC-SVM method to combine the information of the neighboring area and the historical data to perform the final calculation of the abnormal score.
We used CHMM for modelling the temporal transition matrix. There are related works applying HMM or CHMM on traffic congestion estimation and event detection. Zhong and Ghosh [15] formulated coupled hidden Markov models. In CHMM, the traffic flow could be treated as observations and the traffic states as hidden states. Porikli and Li [16] built HMM models to estimate traffic congestion and Li and Porikli [17] proposed a novel approach for highway traffic event detection in video based on a Gaussian mixture hidden Markov model. However, they are not applied for temporal transition analysis and outlier detection.
Label propagation has been widely used in node classification and community detection. Zhu and Ghahramani [8] proposed label propagation algorithm(LP) in the context of semi-supervised learning. Liu and Murata [18] and Xie and Szymanski [19] applied LP in community detection. However, they are not research on applying LP for calculating the influence of nodes to detect the road anomalies.
Overall, the existing approaches to traffic anomaly detection treat the anomalies separately. Since traffic anomalies are surely subject to the spatial and temporal propagation, it is reasonable to use label propagation to improve recall and decrease false positive rate. This is the aim and defining feature of our method.
III. STLP-OD OVERVIEW
In this section, we give an overview of the proposed STLP-OD framework, as illustrated in Fig.2 . The framework includes five steps: preprocessing, clustering, subgraph-finding, STLP and filtering represented by dark blue rectangles in Fig.2 . The data involved in the five steps are represented in Fig.2 using parallelogram boxes. Among them, the input data of the previous process may be the output data of the next process. For example, the output data of the step preprocessing is anomaly candidates, and it is also the input data of the clustering step.Then the details of each step are introduced.
A. PREPROCESSING
First,this process obtains anomaly candidates by processing the traffic flow. Then, according to anomaly candidates, each road is labeled ANOMALY or NOT, meaning that the road is presently regarded as abnormal or normal, respectively. That is to say, the labels of the roads are binary. This labeling can be done by any existing traffic anomaly detection algorithm. The anomaly candidates are clustered into several groups, considering that anomalies sharing the similar time and location tend to propagate the labels jointly. DBSCAN [20] , [21] is employed for clustering because it doesn't require to set the number of clusters. A cluster corresponds to an actual anomaly. Then this paper uses the anomaly road of each cluster as a seed node to find subgraph. In other words, this process obtain multiple clusters by anomaly candidates.
C. SUBGRAPH-FINDING
To propagate labels among roads within one cluster, we extract a subgraph covering the area where the roads are located. The node of the subgraph is the road. The subgraph consists of road ids that are the neighbors of r i in one candidate cluster. Namely, this process produces a set of anomaly subgraphs including all reachable nodes of the seed node by using several anomaly seed nodes in each cluster. The subgraph finding algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.
D. STLP
In each derived subgraph, we apply STLP (Spatial and Temporal Label Propagation) algorithm, detailed in next section, to calculate the labels after propagation at each time. Its basic idea is to predict unlabeled data through labeled data. This step is based on each subgraph to get their respective influence power. The influence power, which is defined as the increments of anomalies labels, could be calculated based on STLP. 
E. FILTERING
If the influence power of each cluster is higher than the threshold δ, the nodes with outlier labels in the cluster are classified the real outliers.This process filters the influence power to obtain the final anomaly detection result.
IV. STLP ALGORITHM
Label Propagation (LP) is proposed in [22] in the context of semi-supervised learning, and widely applied in node classification. Given a graph V with labeled and unlabeled nodes, node label inference can be conducted by:
where P ∞ denotes the infinite power of P , transition matrix P and label matrix Y are formed as:
where the matrix P ll corresponds to the block of probabilities corresponding to transitions from a labeled node to another labeled node, P lu is for the transitions from labeled to unlabeled nodes, P ul is for the transitions from unlabeled to labeled nodes, and P uu is for the transitions from unlabeled to unlabeled nodes. Y l includes known labels, while Y u denotes the unknown labels. Based on random walk interpretation, P ll reduces to an identity matrix I and P lu is a matrix of all zeros for ending at labeled nodes.
Computing the matrix lim t→∞ P t , let transition matrix P multiply until it converges, we obtain
Taking Eq. (4) into (1), unknown labels can be inferred bỹ
The solution is valid when (I − P uu ) −1 is non-singular.
To solve the problem of traffic anomalies detection in this paper, we should define matrix P and Y appropriately.
At current time t, we are given with the historical data (e.g., roads in normal and abnormal status) at time t − 1, and aim at predicting the road labels at t. Thus, roads at t − 1 are treated as labeled nodes, while roads at t are unlabeled nodes. As a consequence, label matrix Y and transmission matrix P are expanded to 2|V | × 1 and 2|V | × 2|V | respectively, where |V | is the number of roads in a road subgraph V . Formally, P and Y at current time t are defined as follows:
where H t and H t−1 are the labels of roads at time t and t − 1 respectively. X t is the temporal transition matrix, representing the transition probability of roads from t − 1 to t. Z t is the spatial transition matrix, showing the probabilities corresponding to transitions between roads at t. After showing the STLP algorithm next, we will introduce the calculation of X t and Z t . Following the label inference solution in Eq. (5), road labels at t (i.e., H t ) are inferred based on Y t and P t . The whole process of STLP algorithm is given in Algorithm 2.
V. SPATIAL TRANSITION MATRIX Z T
The spatial transition matrix Z t should be defined to capture the influence of one road on another at time t. Each entry z t ij is the probability of propagating label from road r i to road r j at t. Given the traffic flow tr t i on road r i , and flow tr t ij from road r i to road r j at t, z t ij can be computed as 
VI. TEMPORAL TRANSITION MATRIX X T
The temporal transition matrix X t is supposed to capture the influence of roads from time t − 1 to t. To model the temporal influence, we modify Coupled Hidden Markov Model (CHMM) for learning from traffic data. CHMM generally refers to a group of HMM models in which the state of one model at time t depends on the states of all models (including itself) at time t − 1 [15] . As illustrated in Fig. 3 , each row presents the flow sequence observation of one road, i , but also the other hidden states at t − 1. The temporal transition matrix X t will be calculated after modeling the hidden states transition probability in CHMM.
A. ELEMENTS OF CHMM
There are three sets of parameters in CHMM, states transition probability A, observation probability B, and initial state probability π . We are mostly interested in A, because it will be used for the calculation of X t .
States transition probability indicates the probability of the transition from one state on one road to another state on another road. Formally, each element in A shows the probability that road j has a state s t j = q at t given that road i was at state s 
Observation probability matrix B is composed of the probability of observing f on road i at time t given that this road has a state q at t, which is
Initial state probability of each road is the probability of road i being at state q in the beginning (e.g., t = 1),
B. FORWARD-BACKWARD PROCEDURE
Given a CHMM with parameters = (π, A, B) , the observation probability of a sequence P(O| ) can be evaluated by using forward and/or backward variables. Here the obser-
] is the observation of the flows of all roads at t.
The forward variable α t (g) is defined as the probability of a partial observation sequence O 1 , O 2 , . . . , O t with traffic state s t 1...N r = g at time t given model ,
For a clear derivation process, we discard in the condition of α t (g), and simplify s t 1...N r as s t . Forward variable α t (g) can be calculated inductively as follows:
Assuming that states of all roads are independent of each other and observations of roads are also independent given their states, we have
With the initialized forward variable
, the observation probability of the whole sequence O can be calculated as (16) in the way simulating the messages sent forward from t = 1 to t = T . Let α j t (q) be the probability of partial observation sequence O 1 , O 2 , . . . , O t when the traffic state of road j is q, α j t (q) = P (O 1 , O 2 , . . . , O t , s t j = q). A mean-field approximation method in [15] is proposed to calculate
pq ij (17) where the initial α 
Since the observations at t + 1 depends only on the states at t + 1, we have
The calculation of observation probability P(O| ) based on backward variables is simulated by sending messages backwards from t = T to t = 1. Since the last state at t = T is unknown, β T (g) is uniformly initialized as 1 for any g.
Actually, a simple analysis shows that a partial forward pass up to t (α t (g)) accompanied by a partial backward pass (β t (g)) can also be usable for the calculation of P(O| ). That is P(O| ) = g α t (g)β t (g). Let β j t (q) be the probability of partial observation sequence O t+1 , O t+2 , . . . , O T when the traffic state of road j is q,
with β j T (q) = 1. Based on the forward and backward variable, three statistics are defined to have semantic meanings and for further parameter inference later.
γ t (g) is defined as the probability of road combination state g at time t given and O,
γ i t (q) is defined as the probability of road i being in state q at time t given and O,
is defined as the probability of road combination state being g at time t and road i having state q at time t + 1 given and O,
C. MODEL PARAMETERS ESTIMATION
Given finite observations, Baum-Welch method (or equivalently the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [23] ) is usually used to train the parameters. Baum constructed an auxiliary function and the deviation process described in [24] leads to an EM interpretation of Baum-Welch algorithm and a solution to training CHMM. The variable in auxiliary function converts to vector in our CHMM model, as follows:
where¯ is the auxiliary variable that corresponds to , and S = {s 1 , . . . , s T } is the state sequence. Based on Eq. (26), we could obtain:
P(S, O| )
After determining the auxiliary function W, we try to maximize W to calculate the parameters of CHMM. The first part of Eq. (27) could be written as:
where N s q=1 π q i = 1. Combined with Lagrange multiplier method, we obtain:
Let partial derivative for π c i equal to zero, we obtain
With Lagrange multiplier method and other two parts of W, we could obtain
Simplifying Eq. (30)(31)(32) with statistics γ t (g), γ i t (q) and ξ t i (g, q), we have the parameters update as follows: 
D. TEMPORAL TRANSITION MATRIX CALCULATION
Given trained parameters, we can infer for each road i its state sequence in an efficient and approximate way by,
Each element x t ij of temporal transition matrix X t corresponds to the probability of label transmission from road j at time t to road i at time t − 1. It is then defined as:
VII. EVALUATION
In this section, we integrate our proposed method on the existing outlier detection algorithms, and evaluate the effectiveness of considering spatial and temporal propagation in traffic outlier detection.
Datasets: We use the trajectory data of taxis in Beijing covering nearly 12712 cars in 30 days in our experiments. Also, we have map data from OSM (Open Street Map) 1 data and traffic anomalies report from Sina Weibo 2 as ground truth. Summary of data sets is shown in Table 2 . The traffic flow is calculated within every 15 minutes. The data is divided into two parts, the first 20 days for training and the last ten days for testing. The OSM data is utilized to match the trajectory to the real road network by the map matching method proposed in [25] .We assign the anomaly candidate obtained by the ''preprocessing'' to the label ''ANOMALY'', and the labels of the remaining roads are ''NOT''.
Baseline Methods: This paper mainly focuses on densitybased outlier detection methods for the non-recurrence traffic anomalies. We integrated our methods, STLP-OD into TOD [4] , PCA [5] , KDE [9] and ODRS [2] . That is to say, these baseline methods are employed in the Preprocessing step for generating outlier candidates. We evaluate whether our STLP-OD framework can improve the detection accuracy, measured by precision (P), recall (R) and F1-measure (F1).
A. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS Table 1 shows the evaluation results. ''Baseline + '' columns are results of STLP-OD with ''Baseline''. We can see that after the incorporation of STLP-OD on the four methods, the precision, recall and F1-measure are improved obviously.
TOD: This is a method for detecting temporal outliers with an emphasis on historical similarity trends between data points. Outliers are calculated from drastic changes in the trends. In our experiment, the original TOD algorithm achieves around 0.29 F1-measure. The incorporation of STLP-OD improves more than 10% in F1-measure.
PCA: This method performs outlier detection in regions, which are modeled for the reason that a region s bounded by major roads has a semantic coherence and should be more explored to improve accuracy and efficiency of outlier detection. It models a road network as a directed graph consisting of a set of regions and directed links, and then applies PCA (Principal Component Analysis) for outlier detection. The incorporation of STLP-OD highly improves the precision, because it filtered out a lot of false alarms.
KDE: Density-based methods are effective to detect the anomalies by locating the traffic flow with low probability. This KDE method first applies PCA to reduce dimensions of traffic flow matrix of each day. Afterward, KDE (Kernel Density Estimation) is adopted to calculate the possibilities of each traffic flow. Roads with rare flows are suspicious ones. The rare emergence of data does not absolutely promise to be abnormal data. We further perform STLP-OD on the candidates obtained by KDE and the F1-measure is improved by nearly 6%.
ODRS: This method evaluates the abnormal score of traffic on one road by comparing its current traffic volume with not only its historical data but also its neighbors, which are defined as the roads close in geo-location and traffic patterns. ODRS performs well among the baselines. STLP-OD still further improves F1-measure to 0.88.
B. PARAMETER DISCUSSION 1) CLUSTER SIZE DETERMINATION
In our approach, DBSCAN is applied to cluster the candidates into several clusters and the STLP is performed in each cluster. Good clustering results are important for later outlier detection. DBSCAN has a parameter , controlling the cluster size (the covering area of a cluster), and also affecting the number of obtained clusters. We change the setting of , and show its impact on the detection accuracy in Table 3 when using PCA for candidates generation in the pre-process step. Table 3 shows that does affect the precision and recall in our experiment. If the size of a cluster is small (covering a too small area), labels do not propagate much and thus miss the detection of outliers (resulting in low recall but high precision values). On the other hand, if the size of a cluster is big (covering a too large area), labels may propagate too much and thus causes false alarms (resulting in low precision but high recall values). In this data set, = 1 is an appropriate setting. When applying to other data sets, grid search can be used for finding the best setting of .
2) CLUSTER FILTERING
In order to illustrate the relation between influence power calculated in STLP-OD and the number of the real outliers, we draw Fig. 4 to verify our assumption, which describes data in 20/11/2011. The figure shows that the influence power effectively measures the impact of candidates and the more actual outliers contribute to the higher influence power.
δ is the threshold of filtering the normalized influence power in the filter step. We tentatively assign δ with different values from 0 to 1, and calculate the corresponding F1-measure of the anomaly detection results, as shown in Fig.5 . According to its effect on the F1-measure, it is reasonable to choose δ = 0.8. It is also recommended to use grid search to determine δ when applying our method.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose the STLP-OD (Spatial and Temporal Label Propagation Outlier Detection) framework, which VOLUME 7, 2019 improves the current outlier detection algorithms by running spatial and temporal label propagation on roads. Temporal and spatial transition matrix is defined to construct the transition matrix in label propagation. To build the temporal transition matrix, we apply CHMM (Coupled Hidden Markov Model) to model the influence among roads from one time to another. In our experiments, STLP-OD is incorporated into four dominant outlier detection algorithms. Evaluation results show that STLP-OD improves the precision and recall of anomalies detection.
